In real-coded genetic algorithms, some crossover operators do not work well on functions which have their optimum at the corner of the search space. To cope with this problem, we have proposed a boundary extension methods which allows individuals to be located within a limited space beyond the boundary of the search space. In this paper, we give an analysis of the boundary extension methods from the view point of sampling bias and perform a comparative study on the effect of applying two boundary extension methods, namely the boundary extension by mirroring BEM) and the boundary extension with extended selection (BES). We were able to confirm that to use sampling methods which have smaller sampling bias had good performance on both functions which have their optimum at or near the boundaries of the search space, and functions which have their optimum at the center of the search space. The BES/SD/A (BES by shortest distance selection with aging) had good performance on functions which have their optimum at or near the boundaries of the search space. We also confirmed that applying the BES/SD/A did not cause any performance degradation on functions which have their optimum at the center of the search space.
Introduction
In recent years, many researchers have concentrated on using real-valued genes in genetic algorithms (GAs). It is reported that, for some problems, real-valued encoding and associated techniques outperform conventional bit string approaches [Davis, 91] , [Eshelman 93 ], [Wright 91 ], [Janikow 91 ], [Surry 96 ], [Ono 97, 99] . The theoretical studies of real-coded GAs have also been perfomed [Goldberg 91 ], [Crossman 92], [Eshelman 93 ], [Qi 94a, b] .
Previous studies [Tsutsui 98, 99] have proposed several types of multi-parent recombination operators for real-coded GAs. These operators did not work well on functions which have their optimum at or near the boundaries of the search space. To cope with this problem, a method was proposed which allows individuals to be located within a limited space beyond the boundary of the search space [Tsutsui 98 ]. The functional value of individuals located beyond the boundary of the search space was set to be the same as that of the point they map to by mirror reflection across the boundary. This method was called boundary extension by mirroring (BEM). With this method, the performance of multi-parent recombination operators improved in the test functions which have their optimum at or near the boundary of the search space. BEM improved in the performance of Information Sciences, Vol. 133/3-4, pp. 229-247 (2001.5) two-parent recombinations in functions which have their optimum near the boundary of the search space. Anothor study [Tsutsui 00 ] proposed boundary extension method boundary extension with extended selection (BES) and presented a preliminary study on it. In the BES, virtual individuals are also produced inside the extended space. They are included in the population up to a defined maximum number using distance measure to the elite individual to select virtual individuals. No functional values of virtual individuals are used in this method. In this paper, we give an analysis of these boundary extension methods from a view point of sampling bias and do a comparative study on the effect of applying these methods to test functions which have their optimum at or near the boundary of the search space using a traditional two-parent recombination operator for real-coded GAs.
In the remainder of this paper, first we do an analysis of the sampling bias of crossover operators for real coded GAs in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe previously proposed boundary extension methods and propose an extension of the BES and analyze these methods. Then, in Section 4, empirical results and their analysis are given. Future work is discussed in Section 5. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
Sampling Bias
For functions which have their optimum at or near the boundary of the search space, the possibility that a recombination operator generates offspring around the optimum point decreases because a portion of the feasible offspring space located beyond the boundary of the search space is cut away.
To see this bias, we provide an analysis using BLX-α operator [Eshelman 91 ]. Other recombination operators for real coded GAs such as UNDX [Ono 97 ], multi-parent recombination operators [Tsutsui 98 ], SPX [Tsutsui 99 ] also have this kind of bias. An analysis of sampling bias was done from a different angle in [Eshelman 97 ], [Kita 99 ].
Here, for simplicity, without loss of generality, we consider one dimensional search space X:
and one-dimensional BLX-α operator as shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 2 ( p 1 (y) ) shows the the probability density function (p.d.f.) of offspring y with a value of 0.5. From this figure, we can see that the sampling is biased toward the center of the search space as the number offspring produced around boundary of the search space are fewer than the number of offsprings produced around center of the search space.
Following type 2 and type 3 sampling are intended to reduce the sampling bias observed in the sampling 1.
(2) Type 2 sampling An offspring y is sampled from the adjusted space so that it is always feasible as follows:
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Boundary Extension Methods
Boundary extension methods discussed in this section are introduced to cope with the performance sampling bias of recombination in real coded GAs.
Boundary extension by mirroring (BEM)
In the BEM (boundary extension by mirroring) method proposed in [Tsutsui 98 ], we allow individuals to be located within a limited space beyond the boundary of the search space, as shown in Fig. 3 . The functional values of individuals located beyond the boundary of the search space (virtual individuals) are calculated as if they are located inside of the search space by setting the boundary as the mid-point of a mirror-image reflection and calculating the reflected point within the boundary. The functional value of offspring with real value y is obtained as within the boundary. We introduced an extension rate r e (0<r e <1) to control how much of the search space should be extended beyond the boundary. The search space is centered in a space extended by a factor of 1+r e along each dimension. The functional value of offspring with real value y is obtained as
where 
Boundary extension with extended selection (BES)
In the BEM in Section 3.1, a functional value of each virtual individual is calculated according to Eqs. (9) and (10) and each functional value is used in the selection operator. If we use an extended selection that allows us to select a number of virtual individuals as members of the new population without calculating their functional values, we may expect to get a similar effect on the BEM. We call this method BES.
In the BES, virtual individuals are also produced inside the extended space defined r e in the BEM. We call virtual individuals that are included in the population by an extended selection helper individuals. We introduce a control parameter r h (0<r h <1), the helper individual rate, that defines the maximum number of virtual individuals which are included in the population (Figs. 5). Let N, V, and N h be the population size, the total number of virtual individuals generated, and the number of helper individuals, respectively. Then, N h is determined as
If the total number of virtual individuals generated is smaller than N × r h , then we select all the existing virtual individuals as helpers. But if it is greater than N × r h , we select helper individuals up to N h =N × r h . For the later case, we must define the method to select N × r h helper individuals from V virtual individuals. In the population, feasible and helper individuals are shuffled for recombination, and thus the helper individuals would help to produce more offspring around the boundary of the search space (Fig. 6 ). , where, L=x max -x min , with a helper rate of r h =0.5, and an extension rate of r e = 0.5. This situation implicitly expects more offspring to be generated around the x max zone. Fig. 7 shows the sampling bias in this situation using type 3 sampling, and we can see the sampling bias, in that many feasible offsprings are sampled around x max .
We can consider several methods to select N h helpers from V virtual individuals. In this study, we propose the following two methods. Here, note that we can use any type of traditional selection operators to select N-N h feasible (non-virtual) individuals.
(1) BES by shortest distance selection (BES/SD)
In BES by shortest distance selection (BES/SD), N × r h helpers are selected as follows: We first find the elite (2) BES by shortest distance selection with aging (BES/SD/A) In the preliminary study in (Tsutsui 2000) , the BES/SD showed relatively fair performance on the test functions which have their optimum at or near the boundary of the search space. But a slight performance degradation was observed on the test functions which have their optimum in the center of the search space. This would be because we allow helper individuals to survive through continuous generations if the distance condition is satisfied. In fact, when we solve a problem, we do not know whether the solution is around the boundary or center of the search space.
In the BES/SD/A, we introduce the scheme of aging of individuals similar to that proposed in [Ghosh 97 ].
When a virtual individuals is selected as a helper i, its age a i is set to zero (0). When it is mated with another and it produces offspring, a i increases by 1. If a i reaches a maximum defined age k a , the helper i is removed from the population. For a problem which has its optimum around the center of the search space, the number of helper individuals may decrease. Thus, the number of offspring produced around the boundary of the search space becomes small and we can expect reduced performance degradation on the problems which have their optimum around center of the search space.
THE EXPERIMENTS

Experimental methodology
To evaluate proposed boundary extension methods, we ran a real-coded GA. The experimental conditions were as follows.
(1) Boundary extension methods We test the BEM, the BES/SD, and the BES/SD/A. The effect of these methods was evaluated for extension rate r e = 0.3, helper individual ratio r h = 0.5. For the BES/SD/A, we evaluated for maximum age k a =1, 2, 3, 4.
(2) Crossover and mutation operators For crossover, we use BLX-α with type 1 and type 2 samplings in Section 2. Here note type 1 sampling has greater sampling bias than type 2 sampling. The α value of BLX-α is 0.5 for all functions. We use a simple static Gaussian mutation. The i-th parameter x i of an individual in I(t) is mutated by
with a mutation rate of p m , where N(0,σ i ) is an independent random Gaussian number with a mean of zero and standard deviation of σ i . In this study, σ i is fixed to (max i -min i )/2 and p m is fixed to 0.2/n for all experiments where min i and max i are the lower and upper limits of the parameter range on the i-th dimension of the search space. population P(t+1) is produced as follows: A collection of N/2 pairs is randomly composed, and crossover is then applied to each pair, generating N offspring which are placed in a temporal pool I(t).
For the BEM, the individuals are ranked and the best N from the 2 × N in P(t) and I(t) are selected to form P(t+1). For the BES, the individuals are ranked and the best N -N h from the 2 × N -V of feasible individuals in
P(t) and I(t) are selected, and N h of helper individuals from V of virtual individuals in P(t) and I(t) are selected. In either case, the best solution obtained so far is always included in P(t+1).
(4) Test Functions
We selected test functions which are commonly used in the literature and have their optimum at or near the boundaries of the search space, which includes the De Jong (Table 1) . F M-Rastrigin and F M-Sphere are modified so that its optimum is located just at the corner of the search space. Original F Rastrigin and 20-parameter sphere function F Sphere were used to see the side effect of applying the boundary extension methods. (5) Performance measure We evaluated the algorithms by measuring their #OPT or number of runs in which the algorithm succeeded in finding the global optimum and MNE or mean number of function evaluations to find the global optimum in those runs where it did find the optimum. We used ∆x j value as resolution (borrowed from bit string based GAs, Table1) to determine whether the optimal solution was found. We defined the successful detection of the solution as being within ∆x j range of the actual optimum point. We represented the optimal solution of a Thirty (30) runs were performed. In each run, the initial population P(0) was randomly initialized in the original search space. Each run continued until the global optimum was found or a maximum of 500,000 function evaluations was reached. A population size of 400 was used for all functions.
Analysis of results
The results are summarized in Table 2 for (a) type 1 sampling, (b) type 2 sampling, and (c) type 3 sampling, respectively. Here, "NORMAL" refers to the GA without boundary extension. However, as we predicted, performance of the BES/SD on functions F Rastrigin and F Sphere (which have their optimum at the center of the search space) showed poorer performance than that of NORMAL. This performance degradation of the BES/SD arose because in the BES/SD we allowed helper individuals to survive through continuous generations if the distance condition is satisfied. Thus, helper individuals tended to produce more harmful offsprings around the boundary of the search space. The BES/SD/A prevents this because each helper has an age; an individual which has an age greater than k a is deleted from the population. Thus, the existence of harmful helper individuals can be reduced. As a result, no side effect was observed by applying BES/SD/A on the functions which have their optimum at the center of the search space (F Rastrigin and F Sphere ).
To confirm this, let us observe the changes of number of helper individuals N h in a single typical run with BES/SD/A on each function. Fig. 9 shows typical changes in the number of helper individuals (N h ) with the BES/SD/A for type 3 sampling and k a value of 2 (two). On the functions which have their optimum at or near the boundaries of the search space (F 3 , F Schwefel , F M-Rastrigin , F M-Sphere ), number of helper individuals N h remained at 200 (N × r h : upper limit). But on the functions which have their optimum at the center of the search space (F Rastrigin and F Sphere ), the value of N h decreased as the generations increased. Thus, in the BES/SD/A, the number of helper individuals is adjusted in adaptive. This is evidence of the effectiveness of BES/SD/A. Furthermore, the BES/SD/A showed good performance on the functions F 3 , F Schwefel , F M-Rastrigin , and F M-Sphere (which have their optimum at or near the boundaries of the search space) also. This may due to diversity of helper individuals would be maintained since each helper individuals has its age. The value of k a = 2 shows fairly good performance consistently on both functions which have their optimum at or near the boundaries of the search space, and those which have their optimum at the center of the search space.
Again, the BES/SD/A with k a value of 2 shows a fairly good performance. No meaningful performance degradation by applying BES/SD/A was observed on the test functions which have their optimum at the center of the search space. We can also see also that the BES/SD/A with type 3 sampling showed better performance than the BES/SD/A with type 1 and type 2 samplings on the functions in general.
Future Work
Although results in Section 4 showed usefulness of proposed boundary extension methods in real code GAs, there are many opportunities for further research related to the proposed technique.
(1) Determine adequate virtual region and helper individual sizing In this study, we used r e value of 0.3 to detemine the virtual region and r h value of 0.5 to determine maximum number of helper individuals. A theoretical analysis to determine the values those parameters remaines to be investigated. To make clear the relationship between these values and dimension of search space also must be investigated. Also to devise a self adaptation scheme of these values in accordance with evolution is also desirable to realize. (3) Develop other types of heuristics for special selection Although we applied the shortest distance method to select helper individuals, using other heuristics also remains for future work, including to combine sharing technique [Goldberg 87 ] for multi-optimum problems.
(4) Investigate other generational models and crossover operators In this study, we used a simple (µ+λ)-ES like generational model and BLX-α crossover operators. Results with other generational models and other crossover operators are expected to be studied to see the generality of the proposed approaches. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we gave an analysis of the boundary extension methods from a view point of the sampling bias and did a comparative study on the effect of applying three boundary extension methods, namely the BEM, the BES/SD, and BES/SD/A, to test functions which have their optimum at or near the boundary of the search space and functions which have their optimum at the center of the search space. We used three types of BLX-α operators, i.e., type 1 sampling , type 2 sampling, and type 3 sampling, where type 3 sampling has smallest sampling bias in the three samplings.
First, we were able to confirm that to use sampling methods which have smaller sampling bias had good performance on both functions which have their optimum at or near the boundaries of the search space, and functions which have their optimum at the center of the search space.
Next, the BES/SD/A with maximum age k a value of 2 had good performance on functions which have their optimum at or near the boundaries of the search space. Since each helper individuals has a maximum age, applying the BES/SD/A did not cause any performance degradation on functions which have their optimum at the center of the search space. This feature of the BES/SD/A is very useful because when we solve some function optimization problems, we do not know the position of their optimal point.
Finally, as the remaining challenges discussed in Section 5 are solved, boundary extension methods are ready for application in real-world problems and further this approach may be applicable to more general function optimization, such as constrained parameter optimization.
